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1. Introduction. This paper is concerned with solutions in the com-

plex plane of the system

(l-l) yi = fkiz,yi, • • •,yn),      k = l, ■ ■ ■ ,n,

where for each k,k = l, ■ ■ ■ , n,fk is regular in z for | z\ <R and entire

in yi, • • • , yn.

A region 5 is said to be singularity-free for a solution (yi, • • • , yn)

if each of yi, • • • , yn is regular-analytic in 5. In this paper conditions

are obtained under which the system (1.1) has solutions satisfying

given initial conditions which are regular in a region which contains

a set which is star-like with respect to the origin.

The principal result, Theorem 2.1, compares the growth of the

norms of such solutions along each ray emanating from the origin

with the growth of solutions of associated real differential equations.

Analogous results are obtained for the scalar equation

y« + Fiz, y,y', ■ ■ ■ , y(B-x)) = 0.

These results generalize a theorem obtained by K. M. Das [l] for

the equation y" + Fiy, z) = 0 and extend results of V. Lakshmikantham

[4] to the complex plane. Essentially the same bounds as those found

in §§2 and 5 have been obtained independently by K. M. Das for the

case n =2 [Proc. Amer. Math. Soc. 18 (1967), 220-225].

2. Singularity-free regions for solutions of (1.1). Let

y = (yi, Vi, ■ ■ ■ , Vn), f-ifi, h, ■ ■ ■ , /») and a = (ai, a2, ■ ■ ■ , an).

Then (1.1), with given initial values y*(0) =ak, k = l, ■ ■ ■ , n, may be

written as

(2.1) y'=My),      y(0)=«.

Let ]|y|   be any norm of y, for example ||y|| = zZ"=i  ] ̂ a|. [HI

= max\yk , k = l, ••-,», or ||y|| = (XXiW 2)1/2.
Let z = reie, 6 fixed, 0f=d<2ir, and assume

(2.2) \\f(z,y)\\^g*(\A,\\y\\)
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for \z\ <R and all y, where ge(t, s) is continuous for 0^t<R and

0<5<<». There exists [2, p. 25, Theorem 2.1] a maximal solution

vs(x) of

(2.3) u' = ge(x, u),       m(0) = a > 0,

defined on an interval [0, r(8)), where r(8)^R and vs(x)—>=° as

x-+r(8) if r(8) <R, i.e., r(8) is maximal in the interval [0, R).

Theorem 2.1. Suppose the /unction / in (2.1) satisfies the inequality

(2.2) /or each 8, 0^8<2t. Then any solution o/ y' =/(z, y) such that

0<||y(0)|| ga is regular in a region which contains the set \)Ee, where

8E [0, 2ir) and E6= {z\z = reu and 0^r<r(8)}. Furthermore \\y(reie)\\

tkve(r) on each ray z = re{>, 0^r<r(8),ve and r(8) defined above.

Proof. Fix 8, 0^8<2tt, and \etz = rei9. Let w(r) = \\y(reie)\\, where

y(z) is a solution of (2.1) such that 0<||y(0)|| ^o. Then for h>0

lr,xl, ,,,   ,    y((r + h)e») - y(re<°)
— [w(r + h) — w(r)\ s     -   ,
h h

so

dy dy dy        .. .,
D+w(r) ^    -^(re*)     =    -fe*    =    —    = \\/(z, y)|| g g6(r, w(r)),

dr dz dz

where D+w is the upper right-hand derivative of w. Thus D+w(r)

^ge(r,w(r)), w(0)^ve(0), so [2, p. 26, Theorem 4.1 and p. 27, Remark

2] w(r) =||y(rei9)|| ^ve(r) on [0, r(8)). Therefore y is regular for

z = reie, 0^r<r(8), 0^8<2t.

Corollary 2.2. Suppose / satisfies (2.2). 1/ solutions o/ (2.3) are

unique and there exist continuously differentiable /unctions Ue(x) on

[0, s(8)), 0<s(8)^R, 0^8 <2t, such that /or each 8

(2.4) ui (x) ^ ge(x,Us),        Ut>(0) = a,

on [0, s(8)), then any solution o/ (2.1) /or which ||y(0)|| ga is regular in

a region containing the set [JEg, where 8E [0, 27r) and Eg= {z\z = reie

and 0^r<s(8)}.

Note. This corollary is our generalization of [l, Theorem 2.1].

Proof. From [2, p. 26, Remark l] it follows that s(8)^r(8) for

each 8.

Remarks. 1. If (2.3) does not have a unique solution, then it is not

certain that the conclusion of Corollary 2.2 is valid. For example,

with ge(x, u) = (u — l)2'3 exp(w — 1) for each 8 and «(0) = 1, equation

(2.3) becomes
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«'=(«- l)2'3 exp(« - 1),       «(0) = 1,

which has one solution u(x) = 1 and a maximal solution v defined by

f. v—l

x =   I       l^'h-'dt.
J o

As »-> oo, x-^ro = fot-2lze-tdt < °°. With equality in (2.4) and u,(0) = 1,

siO) may be chosen for each 6 to be greater than fo = r(0).

2. A function g9 such as the one in (2.2) always exists: for example,

||/(z, y)|^go( z\, ||y||)=max||/(J, s)|| on the domain IXI', where

I = Ii\z )={t 0£|*| g|z| } and J' = /'(||y||)={5|0^||s||g||y||}.Here

the function ge(t, s) =git, s) is nondecreasing in both / and s. In this

case it can be shown that the system (2.3) has unique solutions if

g(x, m(0))>0 for x>0. (The example in the previous remark shows

(2.3) may not have unique solutions if g(x, u(0)) =0.)

3. Finally, we note that the choice of norm in (2.2) may influence

the choice of the function g and thus the regions in which solutions of

(1.1) are guaranteed regular.

3. Nonlinear equations of the rath order. In this section we will

consider the equation

(3.1) y<»> + Fiz, y, y', ■ • • , y«"-») = 0.

Although (3.1) can be transformed to the form (2.1), we will see later

by an example in §4 that some sharpness may be lost by doing so.

Suppose the function F is regular in z for | z\ <R and entire in the

remaining n variables. Let

(3.2) F(z, y, ■ ■ ■ , y'"-1') ^ G(\ z\ , \ y | , • • • , | y*-» | )

for | z\ <R and all values of y, y', • • • , y<n_1), where Git, Si, ■ • • , sn)

is continuous in t, 0^t<R, and continuous and nondecreasing for all

nonnegative values of si, ■ • • , s„. There exists [2, p. 14, Corollary 3.1

and p. 28, Exercise 4.3] a maximal solution v of

(3.3) w("> = G(x, «,-•-, m^-1'),       ««>(0) = ak ^ 0,

k = 0, ■ • ■ , n — 1, a0+ ■ • • +an-i>0. defined on a maximal subin-

terval [0, r0) of [0, R).

Theorem 3.1. If the function F in (3.1) satisfies (3.2), then any

solution of (3.1) for which |ya)(0)| =ak, k = 0, • • • , n — 1, is regular

for \z\ <r0.

Proof. If yiz) is a solution of (3.1) such that |y(*'(0)| =ak,

fe = 0, • • • , n — 1, then
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y(W« = S77f-rr:yo')(0)
y=*   0 - k) !

/"  (z — r)"-*-17-7—TF($, y<S), ■ ■ ■ , y«-"(r))#,
0   (w — ft — 1)!

O^ft^w— 1, where the integral is taken along the segment f = te'e,

0^t^x(z — xeie). Therefore

n—1 ~y— k

\ym(z)\ ̂ 53% —tti
y_*      0 - ft)!

/> *      /"-v;   _   An—ft—1

7-z^—r: G(t, I yd) I , • • • , I y(-»(f) I )dt.
0     (»  —   ft  —   1)1

Let M3 be a solution of (3.3) with ak replaced by at + S, k — 0, ■ • • ,

m-1, 5>0. Then

«,»>(*) = £ -A— (ay + 8)
y_» 0 - ft) 1

/'■   (x — t)n-k'x
-— G(t, «,, • • • , «,<-»)*,

0   (m — ft — 1)1

and

«,»)(,)   -     I   y»)(8)  |      £   J   £    ̂ ^  + J-^_^
(3.4) y_* 0 - ft)!     Jo   (m - ft - 1)1

•{G(/, «,,-•-, «,«-») - G«, I y\ , • ■ • , I yO-D I )}dt.

Since Mf(0)>|y<«(0)| for each ft, |y«>(z)| <wf(x) for all x§:0

sufficiently small. Suppose for some 8, \yik)(£)\ <Mf(0. 0^/<x, for

each ft, but for some ft, |y(*>(z)| = wf'(x). Then it follows from (3.4)

that G(t, us, • ■ ■ , u^n-l))-G(t, \y\, ■ ■ ■ , |y("-1)|)<0 for some /,

0<t<x, a contradiction, since G is nondecreasing in the last n vari-

ables. Therefore \y(z)\ <us(x) on [0, ri), where r8 is the right-hand

endpoint of the maximal subinterval of [0, R) on which us is defined.

But [2, p. 14, Theorem 3.2] mj—>z/ and rs—>r0 as 5—>0. Therefore \y(z) |

gz>(x) on [0, r0), soy (2) is regular in \z\ <r0.

Analogous to Corollary 2.2 we have

Corollary 3.2. Suppose F satisfies (3.2). 1/ solutions o/ (3.3) are

unique and there exists a continuous /unction u(x) on [0, r),rg=R, such

that m(4)(0)=cx*^0, k = 0, 1, • • • , m-1, o0+ • • ■ -4-a„_i>0, and

uin)(x)'^G(x, u(x), • • • , w(n_1,(x)) on [0, r), then any solution o/ (3.1)

/or which |y(W(0)| =ak, ft = 0, • • ■ , n — 1, is regular in \z\ <r.
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Remarks. 1. An example showing the necessity of the uniqueness

hypothesis in our proof of Corollary 3.2 is given by

u" = (u - x)2'3 exp(« - x),    w(0) = 0,    u'(0) = 1.

2. The disks in Theorem 3.1 and Corollary 3.2 can be extended to

regions containing sets star-like with respect to the origin, and the

requirements |y(*>(0)| =ak may be replaced by |y(fc)(0)| — a* to yield

results similar to those in §2.

3. An equation which can be reduced to (3.1) but which can be

handled independently and may lead to a different G function, and

therefore possibly sharper results, is

(r(z)y<m>)<"> + F(z, y, y', ■ ■ ■ , y(m)) = 0,

where r(z) is regular and nonzero for |z| <JR and F is regular for

|z| <R and entire in the remaining m + \ variables.

4. An example. Assuming the inequality (3.2) may lead to a some-

what sharper result than assuming the inequality (2.2) for the corre-

sponding system. For example, consider y" = ev, y(0) = l, y'(0)=0.

Here |ev| = exp|y| =G(|z|, |y|), and the related real equation is

u" = eu, w(0) = 1, m'(O) =0 (w=|y|). Solving this equation,

(4.1) r^^—±—,r/(?^m L347.

This value for r0 is sharp, i.e. the solution y(z) is not regular in any

disk with center at the origin and radius larger than r0.

The corresponding vector equation may be written (ui, «2)'

= (u2, e"1), (wi,m2)(0) = (1,0). Using || (mi,m2)|| = |«i| + |m2|,||(m2, eu0||

^||(wi, u2)\\ +exp||(Mi, «2)||, so for the corresponding scalar equation

maybe chosen v' =v + ev,v(0) = 1. In this case, r0 = fidt/(t+e') =0.315,

less than the value of r0 in (4.1).

It is interesting to compare these results with those obtained by

the method of successive approximations [3, p. 71] and the method of

limits [3, p. 284]. The method of limits gives the maximum value

l/3e2 for r0, less than either of the values obtained above, while the

method of successive approximations gives the maximum value 1 for

r0, between the two values obtained above.

5. Lower bounds for ||y(z)||. Suppose the function/ in (2.1) satis-

fies (2.2). Let m« be the minimal solution of u' — —g«(x, u), u(0) =a>0,

defined on a maximal subinterval [0, r(6)) of [0, R). Then as in §2 it

can be shown [2 p. 26, Remark 1 ] that for solutions of (2.1) such that
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|]y(0)|| }za, ||y(xeie)|| ^ue(x) on [0, r(8)), of significance up to the first

positive zero of Ue-
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ASYMPTOTIC ALMOST PERIODICITY OF SOLUTIONS
OF A SYSTEM OF DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS

W. R. UTZ AND PAUL WALTMAN1

The theorems of this paper give sufficient conditions for the

asymptotic almost periodicity of bounded solutions of a system of

differential equations in the plane. Let x = (xi, X2) and let

p(x, y) = ||*(0 - y(0|| =  I xi(t) - yi(t) \  + | x2(t) - y2(t) | .

The system to be considered, using this vector agreement, is

(1) *' =/«,*).

The theorems that we prove were suggested by a paper of J. S. W.

Wong and T. A. Burton [4] who consider the system (1) of the special

form

xi = x2,        xi = — a(t) /(xi)g(x2) ■

The proofs of our theorems differ considerably from the proofs of

Wong and Burton. An important difference is our use of periodic

solutions of a limiting system of (1) to avoid the use of Liapunov

functions.

A solution, x = x(t), of (1) valid for all large t is said to be asymp-

totically almost periodic if there exists a positive real number T such

that for every e>0 there corresponds a real number t(e) for which
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